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parliamentary rule, and for a time King William hesitated to
defy public opinion. When at last Bismarck was summoned to
the palace he found the King with a written abdication before
him on the table; but before the end of the interview the
document was torn up. Bismarck's plan was simple but
drastic : to collect the increased taxes in spite of the rejection
of the Budget. The issues were now clear and definite. They
were much the same as those which led to our own Civil War :
Can the sovereign collect taxes without parliamentary sanction ?
And does the sovereign or parliament control the army ?
William and Bismarck were perfectly aware of the parallel
between their situation and that which had cost Charles I and
StrafTord their heads ; but they were confident that they knew
what was best for Prussia, and they were ready to take the risk.
§ 137. " blood and iron."—Bismarck was to do so much to
shape the destinies of modern Europe that we must take stock
of his personality and aims before we go further. By birth,
breeding and outlook he was a " Junker" — a Prussian
squire. Amidst all the enthusiasm for Pan-Germanism and
Constitutionalism in 1848 he had never wavered in his
narrow Prussian patriotism, or in his faith in kingly power as
essential to the welfare of the Prussian state and people. Above
all, he believed in force rather than abstractions. " It is not by
speeches and votes that the great questions of the day will be
decided," he said on a famous occasion, " but by blood and
iron." He had in earlier days looked up to Austria as the
mainstay of authoritarian rule; but had latterly come to see
that she was intriguing with the smaller states to push Prussia
into the background in the Germanic Federation. So Austria,
and the Federal Constitution which Austria had insisted on
reviving, became in his eyes the chief obstacles to Prussian
greatness ; and he aimed at forming a new Germanic Federation
dominated by Prussia, with Austria outside it altogether. His
appointment as chief minister in 1862 gave him an opportunity
to carry this policy through ; and upon it he now concentrated

